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Rider's Adventure

It was a Adjective and Adjective day when Proper Noun was being held up by enemy

Adjective . He had been shot at and almost killed the hour before. Now, he was hiding from the oncoming

Noun , somehow not being seen. He couldn't run. He had to finish the Noun Plural , to find and

capture the Noun who was behind the cloning of Noun . Proper Noun patched up his

wounds, and rested. An hour later, Proper Noun was ready. Ready to find and capture the leader. He snuck

from his hiding place on the cargo ship, and refilled his ammo, hoping that he wouldn't need to use his

Adjective Adjective Noun he got from his father. Proper Noun new where the

leader was, the problem was getting there past the guards. He saw two guards coming, and no where to run. He

had a silencer on his rifle now, and he was glad he packed it. Proper Noun shot the two Noun ,

straight in the chest. He didn't want to, but was them or him. He now was moving into the Noun of the

Noun , where he saw the Noun sitting. Four more guards were in the room. Rider threw his

only Adjective Noun , and ran into the room to grab the leader. Now he had no other choice but

to use the Adjective Noun he had gotten from Proper Noun in London. Rider used four of

the darts on the Noun , then the leader of the organization. Rider called in the helicopter for MI6 to pick

up the package. There were six guards running up the staircase. Rider shot all six with his remaining darts. The

helicopter arrived just in time, because that was when the reinforcements came in on speed boats to assist. But it

was too late. Rider and Proper Noun had already taken their objective. The mission was a success, with

Proper Noun only having minor injuries.
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